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Abstract 
From the dawn of modern neural network theory, the mammalian cerebellum has been a 
favored object of mathematical modeling studies. Early studies focused on the fan-out, 
convergence, thresholding, and learned weighting of perceptual-motor signals within the 
cerebellar cortex. This led in the proposals of Albus (1971; 1975) and Marr (1969) to the 
still viable idea that the granule cell stage in the cerebellar cortex performs a sparse expansive 
rccoding of the time-varying input vector. This recoding reveals and emphasizes 
combinations (of input state variables) in a distributed representation that serves as a basis 
for the learned, state-·dependent control actions engendered by cerebellar outputs to 
movement related centers. Although well-grounded as such, this perspective seriously 
underestimates the intelligence of the cerebellar cortex. Context and state information 
arises asynchronously due to the heterogeneity of sources that contribute signals to con1posc 
the cerebellar input vector. These sources include radically different scnsoty systems -
vision, kinesthesia, touch, balance and audition~ as well as n1any stages of the tnotor output 
channel. ·n, make optimal usc of available signals, the cerebellum must be able to sift the 
evolving state representation for the most reliable predictors of the need fot control actions, 
and to usc those predictors even if they appear only transiently and well in advance of the 
optimal time for initiating the control action. Such a cerebe!Jar adapti!Je timin,g competence has 
recently been experimentally verified (Perrett, Ruiz, & l'vfauk, 1993). This paper proposes a 
modification to prior, population, models for cerebellar adaptive timing and sequencing. 
Since it replaces a population with a single clement, the proposed Recurrent Slide and Latch 
(RSL) model is in one sense maximally efficient, and therefore optimal from the perspective 
of scalability. 
Keywords: recurrent network, SC(]Uence learning, adaptive titning, ccrcbcllun1 
Introduction: Representation of state space and time in the cerebellar cortex 
The cerebellum is an ancient neural module implicated in sensory-motor control. Damage 
to appropriate regions of the cerebellum in human adults causes a lasting breakdown in 
coordinated action, especially in high speed actions that require synchronous motion by 
several contributing joints (Bastian, Martin, Keating, & Thach, 1996; Thach, Goodkin, & 
Keating, 1992). Yet the core ability to generate multi-joint movements, with voluntary 
selection of spatial targets and continuous voluntary control of movement speed, is not 
compromised by cerebellar damage. This dissociation between a core generative ability and 
the ability to realize planned movement in a highly coordinated, state-dependent, manner is 
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also seen during development. A newborn rat pup soon exhibits the rudiments of its 
species' basic locomotor patterns. But the rat pup remains a very poorly coordinated 
locomotor nntil maturation of the cerebellum (Gramsbcrgen, 1993). Within a few days 
thereafter, the rat pup becomes a skilled machine that anticipates and compensates the 
complex mechanical consequences engendered during episodes of locomotion. 
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Such facts, taken together with abundant additional information about the sttucture of 
cerebellar circuits (Figures 1 and 2), and about extra-cerebellar (e.g., spinal) pattern 
generating circuits, have begun to build a consensus regarding the role of the cerebellum in 
most mammals (e.g., Contreras-Vidal, Grossberg, & Bullock, 1997; Ghez & Thach, 2000; 
Peters & van dcr Smagt, in press; Spoelstra, Schweighofet, & Arbib, 2000; Wolpert, i'vliall, & 
Kawato, 1998). l'ercephwlly and volitionally responsive central pattern generators, which arc 
capable of generating desired trajectories for multi-joint systems, exist outside the 
cerebellum. Although each joint has an associated negative feedback controller, the local 
feedback controllers associated with the joints have severe limitations because relatively long 
feedback lags force them to operate at low gain in order to avoid instability. In multi-joint 
movements, during which each joint motion perturbs the trajectories of mechanically 
coupled joints, such low gain feedback control, by itself, implies a very low performance 
ceiling. However, the effects of those (and any other) perturbations -namely trajectory 
errors- can be preempted if sotnc supra-joint-level controller asccs thcn1 cotning" and 
correctly schedules control actions that effectively cancel the expected perturbations. On the 
basis of its informational inputs, its tightly timed outputs, and the rules by which it 
adaptivcly adjusts those outputs, the cerebellum can be treated as such a predictive, supra-
joint, controller. 
The cerebellum appears to be very well designed for such adaptive error preemption. As 
schematized in Figure 1 b, its outputs via the deep cerebellar nuclear (DCNj cell stage arc 
organized into discrete n1ot:or control channels that 111ap onc-to·-onc onto feedback error 
channels. Thus for every feedback control channel, there is a corresponding cerebellar 
channel whose output: excites the same motor command center excited by the feedback error 
signals carried by that channel. Sitting above each DCN channel (Figure 1 b) is an entire 
population of giant Purkinje cells that normally inhibit the DCN channel. This Purkinjc cell 
(PC) population must learn in nJ/Jtt! predictive contexts, exactly wben after the detection of 
those contexts, and by bow Jmtdl they should briefly reduce their inhibitory outputs in order 
to allow transient: activation of the DCN channel they control. 
Several constraints must be simultaneously satisfied if the PC population is to perform the 
"what", "when" and "how tnuch" functions well. 
lf/'ba! pmlzditJe context? First, the population of Purkinje cells should be sensitive to a very 
large set of potentially predictive contexts. The size of this set can be maximized by 
ensuring that there is not too much overlap between the contexts visible to the different 
Purkinje cells in the population. i\s shown in Figure 1 b, this is guaranteed by the fact that 
those PCs arrayed along the longer axis of the elongated band of PC:s that affect: a given 
DCN channel receive inputs from distinct subsets of parallel fibers (PFs). Moreover, Figure 
1 a shows that each PF is a bifurcated axon arising from a granule cell that is most likely to 
send an output when excited simultaneously by inputs from each of several mossy fiber 
"rosettes" (cotnplcx tcrn1inals) carrying context and state signals. J'vforcovc.t, the separation 
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between successive rosettes arising from any one tnossy fiber (MF) is larger (sec Figure la) 
than the receptive (dendritic tree) volume for any single granule cell, so each granule cell is 
contacted by only one rosette from a given J\!LF. This means that each granule cell and its 
associated, bifurcated, parallel fiber tends to signal the presence of a unk1ue combination of 
context/ state variables. But because of MF branching along the long axis of the cellular 
band associated with a given DCN channel, the particular variable it codes will be remixed 
into many (order 1000) distinct combinatorial representations. Finally, there are huge 
numbers of MFs that pass on context and state information, and this information arises 
asynchronously due to the heterogeneity of sources that contribute signals to the J\!LF input 
vector. These sources include radically different sensory systems- vision, kinesthesia, touch, 
balance and audition- as well as many stages of the motor output channels. 
Thus the cerebellum has a very rich basis for beginning its search for an answer to the 
<luestion: !Vbat predicti/Je 'v11text? Local inhibition applied by Golgi cells (see Figure 2) to the 
granule cells helps restrict the search to the signal combinations coded by strongly excited 
granule cells. Within the set of contexts represented by such granule cells, search for 
predictive contexts occurs through a learning process that transpires over a set of 
performance trials. In some reported cases, 20 trials were sufficient to produce learning that 
significantly affected performance. Learning is guided by climbing fiber ( CFJ inputs. As 
shown in Figure lb, CFs originate in a ganglion called the inferior olivary nucleus (OLNJ. 
Unlike MFs, each CF distributes to only about 10 PCs, all of which arc associated with the 
same control channeL Moreover, each PC receives only one Cl'. In the interpretation 
favored here, elevated signal traffic on a PC's climbing fiber input line indicates a 
pcrfonnancc error, and thus the need for a PC to search for a recent context (as rcptcscntcd 
by tecently active granule cell and PF"s) upon which that PC can conditionalizc generation of 
an error-preemptive control action. Although the primate cerebellum has billions of granule 
cells, such high numbers arc needed only because of the large number of states that arc 
pertinent for controlling the ext:raordinatily rich repertoires of behavior found in primates. 
The cerebellar strategy can be followed with far fewer state-detection elements (or far more: 
some animals that usc a cerebellar strategy adapted for high resolution sensory prediction 
devote a much larger proportion of their brains to cerebellar tissue.) 
Jl7benlo take action ajier tbe deleclion of' a predictiiJe context? Even if a PC can detect a strong 
predictive relationship between a PF input and a CF input:, it would be far from optimal to 
be rec1uired to take the control action immediately upon detection of the predictive context. 
There arc two reasons. First, such a restriction could as easily an1plify error as prcctnpt it. 
Second, there is high variability in the preprocessing delays exhibited by the many sources of 
MF•' inputs and in the natural distribution of lags between "leading indicators" and the events 
they predict. Therefore, however far the predictive context: signal on the PF input line may 
lead the time the control action is needed, the control action itself should occur with only a 
modest lead relative to the receipt of the error signal on the CF' line. With the mechanism 
described below, a PC's learned control action, while conditional upon predictive context: 
detection, always occurs with a slight lead relative to the (expected) time of occurrence of 
the CF input signaL This implies an intra-cellular ability to usc the detection of an input 
signal to initiate a clocking process whose "tinting out" causes a cellular response. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of the (a) divergent and (b) convergent geometry within the 
circuitry of the cerebellum. The grey panel represents a parasagittal strip of 
cerebellar cortex. (a) As described more completely in the text, inputs to the 
cerebellum, via mossy fibers, undergo expansion recoding at the divergent mossy 
fiber-granule cell interface, whereupon the resulting state representation is distributed 
within cerebellar cortex along parallel fibers. (b) Parallel fiber traffic is sifted by giant 
Purkinje cells, which sample from a huge number of parallel fibers along their 
parasagittal plane. Numerous Purkinje cells converge on a population of deep 
nuclear cells representing a given cerebellar output channel. Climbing fiber input 
from the inferior olivary nucleus, dedicated to this particular channel, innervates this 
set of Purkinje and nuclear cells. It should be noted that for purposes of clarity, no 
indication of the sign of the various synapses is included here (but is clearly illustrated 
in Figure 2). 
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Ho1v JJJiich o/ t1 ai!Nim· mpo11Je JIJOtt!d be "~enerated? After l'Cs are stimulated by PF inputs, they 
can act by increasing or decreasing their inhibitory output to DCN cells. Evidence indicates 
that a strong PF-CF predictive relationship causes a PF dependent, lagged reduction of PC 
inhibition of DCN cells, which allows the latter to generate a transient burst of activity. The 
size of this burst can be adaptively adjusted in several ways. In most proposals, the learning 
process stops enhancing the size of the DCN burst whenever the control action succeeds in 
canceling the error. This will happen automatically provided that reduction of performance 
error amplitude in the controlled channel monotonically erodes excitatory input to the OLN 
cells that give rise to the channel's CFs. In addition to this implicit negative feedback, there 
is an explicit inhibitory feedback from DCN cells to associated OLN cells (Figure 2). This 
helps guarantee intermittency in the OLN output and thereby ensures that the OLN signal 
serves as a teaching signal but not as a continuous error signaL This is very important 
because the (]'reaches a cluster of DCN cells (sec Figures lb & 2) as well as a band of 
ovetlying PCs. If it were allowed, a continous OLN output could act as part of a long-delay 
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Figure 2. Circuit layout of the RSL model. The figure illustrates major cerebellar cell 
types and their connectivity. As noted in the text, the basket and stellate inhibitory 
interneurons were not explicitly modeled, but are included here for completeness. 
Excitatory connections are represented with arrows and inhibitory connections with 
small circles such that the flow of signals around the circuit follows that indicated in 
Figure 1. In addition to the inteteellular pathways shown, the model defines signaling 
processes within a 'second messenger' pathway inside the Purkinje cells. Through 
such pathways, mediated by an intracellular metabolic cascade, an input to a cell can 
have a delayed activating/deactivating effect on the cell that is different than the 
immediate effect of the input. 
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feedback controller that could easily be destabilizing. Instead, the intermittent, burst OLN 
signal acts as a teaching signal whose only significant role is to modify how the cerebellum 
will behave in response to highly similar future contexts. 
Some Limitations of Prior Models of Cerebellar Adaptive Timing 
Numerous proposals have been made regarding cerebellar mechanisms that might create the 
ability to adaptively vary the interval between onset of a "leading indicator" context and the 
appropriate time for a control action, namely a short time before the expected onset time of 
the CF input. Two prominent classes of such models are .rpatia! pattern timing and spedra! 
timing. 
Spatial Pattern Timi1{~ 
In this type of cerebellar timing model, proposed by Buonomano & Mauk (Buonomano & 
Mauk, 1994; sec also prior work of Church & Broadbent, 1990), a contextual input defined 
at the MF stage works with cerebellar cortical recurrence to induce a dissipating sequence of 
partially overlapping granule stage activations. Each pattern in the SCCjucncc becomes briefly 
eligible to serve as a basis for generating a learned PC response, and it begins to serve that 
role if its brief interval of eligibility coincides with a Cl"' input. This proposed mechanism 
inherently requires a large population of granule cells to achieve timing competency. Also, 
by using granule cell activations to code time delays from an earlier event, it implicitly recasts 
them as time delay clements rather than as combinatorial state detectors. 
Spedm! Fiming 
In this type of model, each context signal induces an entire spectrum of transient delayed 
responses. Whichever transient elctncnt of the spcctrutn coincides with cJ-:., activation 
begins to be used to control timing of the PC's response to the onset of the context. 
Bullock, Fiala & Grossberg (1994) proposed that this spectrum emerged at the granule cell 
stage, so with respect to the synapse between PI'" and PC, the spectrum generation could be 
described as "presynaptic". Because the presynaptic spectrum emerged at the granule cell 
body, as opposed to the PT,. terminals, this proposed mechanism required one granule cell for 
each spectral component. Thus it was also inherently a population model, and it relied on 
the idea that grannie cells multiplex context detection and time delays. 
\XIhile multiplexing of context detection with timing variability may be possible as in the two 
models just discussed, it is not optimal. Ideally, any state should be able to control a full 
range of delayed actions. This type of limitation was ovetcomc in the spectral timing model 
of Fiala, Grossberg & Bullock (1996), through serialization of state/ context detection and 
timing control. On the basis of accumulating data regarding slow post-synaptic signal 
processing by a "second messenger" cascade in PCs, Fiala et al. proposed that: a spectrum 
arose postsynaptically- i.e., within the PCs themselves in the dendritic spines associated J-
to-1 with all PF to PC synapses. Although this proposal reduced the required number of 
granule cells, and made each able to engender a full spectrum of delayed actions, the 
mechanism required a population of post-synaptic sites to generate the spectrum. Because 
each PF synapses only once on a given PC, the required population was constructed from 
dendritic spines of distinct PC:s, whereon a predetermined distribution of receptor densities 
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was assumed to act as a distribution of gains sufficient to create a spectrum of delayed 
signals subsequent to granule activation. 
Current Proposal: The Recurrent Slide and Latch (RSL) Network 
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The Fiala et al. (1996) spectral timing solution scales better than it first appears, because each 
PC receives single synapses from many thousands of passing PFs, so PCs can be reused to 
mediate timed responses to an equally large number of contexts. Nevertheless, it would be 
better- and in one sense optimal- if any granule-detected context could be responded to 
after any learned interval by any PC to which the granule cell projects via its PF For 
applications, such a more efficient, scalable, design may be critical. Moreover, the lack of 
direct evidence of preformed delay spectra leaves open the possibility that a more efficient 
network may also be a more biologically accurate model. 
Although Fiala et al. realized that the model could be made more efficient by assuming that 
the receptor density at each PF to PC synapse was itself modifiable, they did not sec a way 
that such a model could explain a well established property of timed response learning in 
animals: the multi-peak phenomenon. Essentially, animals can be trained to exhibit multiple 
timed responses to a single contextual cue or state if the onset of this cue is followed by CF 
activity at one interval (say after 250 ms) on 50%of training trials and at a different interval 
(e.g., 750 ms) on the remaining 50% of trials. While readily explained in a spectral model, 
this effect is not immediately explicable in a model that replaces the spectrum with an 
adjustable receptor density that can be used to learn any single desired delay. 
Recently, Steuber and Willshaw (1997) developed a variant of the Fiala et: al. model in which 
they showed that "timing can be learnt by a single Purkinje cell" if the receptor density 
variable in the latter model is brought under adaptive control. In particular, they assumed 
that the initial density value is set large, which implies a relatively short delay. If needed, a 
learning process based on CF teaching signals causes a reduction of the post-synaptic 
receptor density and a consequent lengthening of the delay between context onset and PC 
response. The Steuber and Willshaw proposal did not address the phenomenon of multiple 
timed responses to a single context. Moreover, the model was reported to span only 
intervals between 200 and 1000 ms, which falls well short of the 90 ms to 4000 ms timing 
range that appears to be within the competence of the real cerebellum. 
The current work began from a slightly different perspective, that of learned behavioral 
sequences (Rhodes, 1999). We sought a model that preserved the serialization of state and 
timing control as well as the core biochemical basis of the Fiala et al. model. Indeed, 
support for the biochemical and post-synaptic timing assumptions of that model has been 
striking (Finch & Augustine, 1998; Raymond & Lis berger, 1998; Takechi, Eilers, & 
Konnerth, 1998). We also sought greater efficiency, as in the learnable delay variant 
developed by Steuber and Willshaw (1997). However, because of our interest in learned 
sequences, we required a natural solution that could explain multiple timed responses to a 
single contextual cue- preferably without intt:oducing any new circuitry. The result is the 
Recurrent Slide and Latch (RSL) network model. .Like the earlier models of Buonomano 
& Mauk (1994) and Bullock et al. (1994), it incorporates recurrence into cerebellar timing 
control, but it emphasizes between-response (output to input) rather than within-response 
recurrence. In that sense, its usc of recurrence is tnorc closely related to (non-cerebellar) 
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models by .Jordan (e.g., Jordan, 1985) and by Dominey and colleagues (e.g., Dominey, i\rbib, 
& Joseph, 1995). 
As in Fiala et al. (1996), the substrate of delayed responses is proposed to be a second 
messenger response within PC dendritic spines contacted by PF•:s. In the current proposal, 
however, a learning mechanism allows each second messenger response to change its time 
course. i\s shown in Figure 3, each delayed second messenger response has a rising and a 
falling edge, with the peak representing when the maximal cerebellar output will occur. 
When l'F input reliably predicts later CF input, adaptive weight changes accumulate and 
cause the time of this peak to slide (forward in time) toward the time at which the 
ertot/tcaching signal (CFburst) occuts. When the slide results in slight temporal precedence 
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Figure 3. Schematic operation of the adaptive second messenger response that 
occurs within the Purkinje cells of the RSL model. The time to peak (T p) of the 
SMOut response can vary along the T P trajectory indicated - ranging from T MAX to 
T MIN· At baseline it starts at T MAX and the occurrence of a climbing fiber teaching 
signal - at T cF- causes T P to slide forward toward T cF as is illustrated toward the 
right of the figure where the response indicated by the solid line changes to that 
indicated by the dashed line. After sufficient trials, T P will have advanced until it 
precedes T cF by a small lead (o) and there become latched (indicated by the cross-
hairs). In the absence of a climbing fiber signal, T P will drift backward in time toward 
T MAx as illustrated toward the left of the figure. 
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of the peak relative to the Cl7 input (sec Figure 3), weight change ceases, and the time of the 
peak is thereby latched at a slight lead relative to the expected time of the error signal. In 
the absence of an error signal to latch to (or move towards), the peak slides (backward in 
time) toward some finite maximal time. As shown in Figure 3, the peak's amplitude also 
decreases markedly, which means it comes to have a negligible effect on Purkinje cell 
response. As in the Steuber & Willshaw (1997) model, the slide and latch process removes 
the need to postulate a population to carry a spectrum of preformed lags as a precondition 
for adaptive timing. Thus the RSL model is not a spectral timing model. 
T\vo major differences and one minor one separate the RSL model from the Steuber & 
Willshaw variant (1997) of the Fiala eta!. post-synaptic timing model. First, the RSL model 
can cover the full 90-4000 ms range, but this is a minor difference. More important is that in 
the RSL model the CF signals generally induce forward movement of the PC response. 
Because of the time based discounting achieved by the inverse relationship between time 
delay and response amplitude, this assures that PF signals that are spuriously correlated with 
CF signals over a few trials will not thereby be able to generate significant control actions, 
which could occur in the Steuber & Willshaw variant. Equally important, the RSL model 
explains how the cerebellum can generate multi-peaked responses in which secondary peaks 
can be just as vigorous as (of amplitude Ctjual to) primary responses. lis Figure 2 shows, 
recurrent connections from the DCN cells to the pons allow cerebellar outputs to be added 
to the state representation forwarded to the cerebellar cortex via the ivlF" system. This 
n1cans that in every case that requires tnultiple titned responses, the occurrence of the first 
response can serve to help define a new cotnbinatorial context that can initiate a new titning 
episode. 
Formal Specification of Model Circuit and Functional Components 
The model is specified as a system of ordinary differential ec1uations. Symbol definitions, 
parameters, and parameter values appear in Table 1. The terms of the presentation arc 
drawn from the classical (a.k.a. Pavlovian) conditioning paradigm of experimental 
psychology. In this protocol, the experimenter sets up a predictive relationship between an 
arbitrary conditioned stimulus ( CS) and an unconditioned stimulus (US) that is already 
capable of evoking an unconditioned response. In particular, the C:S' onset precedes the US 
onset by a fixed time called the inter-stimulus interval (lSI). As training progresses, an 
animal exposed to the predictive relationship begins to generate a new response that 
resembles the unconditioned response, but with two notable differences. First, its 
conditional probability of production, given the CTs occurrence, gradually approaches 1.0. 
Second, its production begins just before the expected time of arrival of the UJ. Therefore, 
it: is an anticipatory, adajJ!il;e/y tiJIJed conditional re.rpome (ATCR). By selecting a corresponding 
ISI, the experimenter can train an ATCR to appear at any time between 90 and 4000 ms after 
the (J' onset. Hetc the .role of the []J is analogous to any internally generated error signal 
capable of evoking a reactive compensatory control action, and the role of the Cl' is 
analogous to any internal or external state/ context whose occurrence reliably precedes the 
error. i\ny mechanism capable of lcatning to generate i\TCRs to arbitrary C:S's can therefore 
solve the adaptive error preemption problem. The classical conditioning paradigm is 
therefore ptobing a very general learning ability. 
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Table 1. List of symbols and parameters values. 
Symbol Parameter Value 
MF Mossy fiber tMI' 0.01 
YMF 10 
8,\/F 0.2 
GrC Granule cell 1c;,c 0.01 
O(;,c 4 
rc;J(: 0.1 
PF Parallel fiber rx 12 
~ 4 
I'PF 0.5 
G Golgi cell Yc; 5 
o,; 0.1 
<Jlr; 0.02 
PC Purkinje cell 
we PF-PC synapse weight in cerebellar cortex Wwt: 0.5 
'"IFC 10 
SMOn 'On' component of second messenger pathway Ys/I.IOn 15 
o.\"M011 4 
I' 
.L\f(),, 0.1 
8 SMOJJ 0.0001 
SMOut 'Output' component of second messenger pathway J' 
- .\M0111 O.Dl 
SMOf!. 'Off' component of second messenger pathway YI"MC!U 10 
8SMr)j( 0.1 
DCN Deep cerebellar nuclear cell f'IX.N 0.2 
'I' 0.05 
LCN Local circuit neuron in cerebellar nucleus Y!L\. 30 
0ux 5 
Xux 200 
WN MF-DCN synapse weight in cerebellar nucleus Wu:w 10 
)cll'N 0.001 
CF Climbing fiber Su, O.Dl 
1\,. 0.4 
OLN Inferior olivary neuron 1 0U\' O.Dl 
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Celts of the pons (Figure 2) give rise to MFs, which transmit CS-induced signals. 
ivlFj of thejth mossy fiber changes according to the equation 
d!VIF ( ) 
,,,w -
1
-' = 1- ML~ · y,,.w · cs;- o"'F · MT~. 
ct 
Activity 
(1) 
"lc> simplify the presentation in order to focus on adaptive timing, each model MF excites 
only one granule celt, each of which receives only one MF input. Thus thejth granule celt, 
GtCi, is governed by the equation 
dGrC ( ) ( ) 
,,.,.---' = 1- c;,c · MF- GrC + r,., .. ·o,., . c; 
''. cit ) ) I ,I. '', 1 
in which G, represents the magnitude of inhibitory input from Golgi celt j. 
GrC activity produces parallel fiber (PF) activity according to the sigmoid function 
where [x]'" = {x, 
0, 
x~O 
otherwise 
(2) 
(3) 
This P/7 activity has two sites of excitatory influence. The first is upon Golgi cells, which are 
also excited by appropriate J\111·5, such that activity Gi in thcjth Golgi cell varies according to 
the cc1uation 
dG ( ) ( ) 
··-' = 1 - c; · y · PF + <p . • !VIF - 6 . · c; . dt I (, I (, I (, I (4) 
Parallel fiber (PI) activity also excites each of the Purkinje cells (PC). 
Purkinjc cell changes according to the equation 
Activity PC; of the ith 
PC = 1 + ~ PF · li7C - ~ SM011t 1 L.J --) '!J LJ - lJ' 
so PCs receive unit tonic excitation, sutntncd excitation by .PF activity filtered through 
associated lf7Cweights, and a timed inhibition produced by the SM0111 signal, to be 
explained soon. J\lthough inhibitory interneurons have not been included here, we 
hypothesize that in animals the stellate cells play critical roles in gain control and may also 
play a role in producing the lower bound on the tange of ISis that reliably induce ATCRs. 
The excitatory, direct PF input to PCs is filtered through an adaptive set of weights. The 
weight from thejth PF to the ith PC celt, 117C;;, changes according to the equation 
(5) 
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dWC 
--"-'' = w11,-c · (0.9 -1!7CJ PT•j- ),'"'" · lf7C;; · SMOn · r(SM011t) · Cl~ , dt '----
where r(x) = {1' 
0, 
TTl' 
dx/dt:?: 0 
otherwise' 
LTD 
and the climbing fiber (CF) signal induced by the US is defined below. The WC value is 
constrained to the [0,0.9] intervaL The labeling braces indicate that the net weight change 
depends on the balance between a weight incrementing process, long term potentiation 
(ITP), and a weight decrementing process, long term depression (LID). 
Equation 6 is substantially different from any used in spectral timing models. Explaining 
(6) 
this equation requires prior definition of the SMOn and SlvlOtit signals, so these will be 
addressed now, and the 1J:7C equation revisited later. The SMOn signal is modeled to 
represent activity of an intracellular second messenger (SM) pathway within Purkinje cell 
(PC) dendritic spines. This is similar in concept to the heart of the Fiala ct aL (1996) spectral 
timing model, although the present formulation abstracts away from the biochemical details 
of the 1996 modeL The activity of the 'on' component of the second messenger pathway in 
thejth dendritic spine of the ith PC, S'NlOn;,, varies according to 
d.Si\1/0n ( ) [(1-.SMOn)·(PF;+f(,SMOn,cn1o )+SMO"t)J 
__ · ___ II::::: • 1-U/C . I) I I) .I II I) 
Y"'""" • ;; (s·' tc) , ) s·" fC) .. , dt _ - 1\~ fl 1j + J. .1':\!0u '8.\':\!0u '• N .//ij _ (7) 
( ) {
x, 
where f x,T = 
0, 
x:?:T 
otherwise' 
This SN/On component receives excitatory input from parallel fiber (PI•) activity via 
metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs). When the activity in this pathway exceeds a 
very low threshold, it receives moderate positive feedback via the linear threshold function, 
f( ). Thus this activity can sustain itself and grow slowly until it reaches a higher threshold. 
When this higher threshold is achieved, the 5iHOtt! component becomes active, with its 
activity level being determined by a nonlinear sigmoid function. Presence of SMOur activity, 
which itself rises quickly once its threshold has been exceeded, provides a greater degree of 
positive feedback to SMOn activity. The result is a sharper increase in .Si\1/0n activity than 
was achieved due to the linear feedback alone. The overall rate of SMOn response to the 
excitatory influences is dependent on the value of lVC- which is therefore acting as a 
variable time constant for SNJOn. 
SMOHt activity is responsible for the timed inhibition of Purkinjc cell (PC) activity. It also 
activates the 'off' component of the second messenger pathway, which provides inhibitmy 
input to .lMOn and therefore eventually shuts down its memory of the contextual event thai 
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originally engaged it. Activity in the 'off' component, c\MOJJ:,, of the second messenger 
pathway in the jth dendritic spine of the ith PC changes according to the equation 
dJMOfj:. 
. ,, 
dt 
(1- SMOf!;; )· y,M011 · SJ'viOttt,; -8 ,,~~011 • SlVIOJ[;; . 
This JMOf/.component assumes the inhibitory role that was performed by interneurons in 
some earlier spectral timing models. Once engaged, JJ\I[Ojfactivity reduces due to slow 
passive decay. This makes it persistent enough to reduce SJ\II011 activity, fu:st to a value 
below the threshold for SM0111 activity and then below the linear feedback function 
threshold. 
(8) 
Reexamining equation (6) governing change in the WC reveals that the second messenger 
system plays a critical role in the induction of long term depression (LTD) of these weights. 
J\s in many prior cerebellar models, climbing fiber (CF) activity is required to induce LID, 
but here direct parallel fiber (PF) activity is replaced by the intracellular SA1011 component to 
make this form of learning conditional upon temporal coincidence between a memory trace 
of recent contextual input and the CF~mediatcd error signal. J\ further constraint on LID 
has been included to ensure that the weight change ceases once the peak of the second 
messenger response coincides with the occurrence of the error signal. If the weight is 
initially maximal, then as trials arc conducted with the error signal occurring at a fixed 
interval after the context signal, the relevant J.f/C is decreased via LID. This reduction 
changes the tin1c constant governing the response rate of the second tncsscngcr pathway, 
which consequently speeds up. Its peak tnovcs forward in tin1c across trials until it coincides 
with the error signal itself, whereupon the slide stops and the response becomes latched by 
the error signal. 1\s the peak moves forward (right to left in Figure 3) it also grows in 
magnitude, eventually being able to inhibit Pmkinje cell (PC) activity to the extent necessary 
to permit a deep cerebellar nuclear (DC:i\0 output signal. 
The remaining clements of the RSL model arc very similar to elements of prior cerebellar 
timing models (e.g., Bullock et al., 1994; Fiala et al., 1996) which may be consulted for 
additional discussion. Activity DC:N, of the ith deep cerebellar nucleus cell changes 
according to 
dDOV, 
dt 
Mi'' ·IVN -[DCN. +PC + ([liN, -l ,'"'' j+ )' , J· 
I ,, ' ' 2 ([ . I ' J+'l' 
<p + LU\, -1 1x .. \'. J 
The local circuit neuron (liN) associated with the ith channel, LCN,, changes activity 
according to the equation 
(9) 
dLOV, - ( - r C'~ 1 ) • .("' '·II, l'JC'N ) - (~ . I c·~ r • L)c·) dt - 1 .~ '"' Yu.N l ~!v, j + "1 i v/.(.N .~ 1\; +xu .• \ . i . (10) 
The adaptive weight between the jth MF and the ith DCN, !VCj,, changes according to the 
equation 
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The climbing fiber activity Cl'; that provides a teaching signal to both sets of adaptive 
weights associated with the ith channel is governed by the equation 
where H() is a thresholdcd Heaviside function, H(x,T) = {1' 
0, 
x?T 
otherwise 
Activity OLN,in the ith OLN unit changes according to the equations 
dOl~ + 
'OJ.N ' = -01~; +US; - OLNinb; , and 
dt 
dOLNinb; 
TO/]\' dt 
Simulations Demonstrating Model Learning and Performance 
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(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
1\ number of small scale simulations have been performed to test adaptive timing in the RSL 
modeL Constant parameters were adjusted empirically to yield appropriate behavior, but no 
attempt was made to optimize them. Similar to those presented in Bullock ct a!. (1994), the 
si1nulations wctc of classical conditioning trials. In 1110st cases, a unit valued C.:S' input was 
present throughout each trial. After an 1ST of 1000 ms., a unit valued US stimulus with a 
duration of 0.01 ms (equivalent to one simulation time step) was presented. Because the 
system scales linearly with the number of elements, we describe results for only one 
contextual input channel, one output channel, and one error signal. 
In the first sitnulation, there was no carry over of learning from one sitnulation tun to the 
next. Instead, the J17C value was explicitly set for each simulation run in order to illustrate 
the behavior of the model as l!7C varied systematically across its range. Thus, from its 
maximal value of 0.9, !J7C was decremented using steps of 0.05 to its minimal value, 0. 
Figme 4 illustrates the activations within the principal components of the model. The 
'input' components- the granule cell (Gtq stage, the parallel fibers (Pl), and the Golgi cells 
(C)- arc presented in the upper three panels. Since the conditioned stimulus (C5) remains 
constant across runs, there is no change in the activity of these three components for 
different simulation runs - hence the appearance of a single line in each panel. The PF 
activation is transient and follows shortly after the CS onset. Mossy fiber (NIT) activity stays 
moderately high throughout the simulated interval because the CJ remains present. 
The timecourse of activity within the second messenger components is illustrated in the next 
three panels. Here the activities arc different between the various simulation runs. Consider 
first the SiVIOn responses (in the fourth panel). When IFC is maximal there is an initial 
response due to the PF' input that is sufficient to engage the linear positive feedback 
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Figure 4. Timecourse of activities within the 'input' components (top three panels), 
second messenger components within the Purkinje cell (panels 4 through 6), and 
output components (lower two panels) of the RSL model during the non-learning 
simulation demonstrating model behavior. Traces arise from a series of simulations 
where the WC value was decremented by a fixed amount from one simulation run to 
the next to illustrate how the second messenger component kinetics changed in 
response and the effect these changes have on downstream targets - Purkinje cells 
and deep cerebellar nucleus neurons. The solid line in the OCN panel indicates the 
threshold level for DCN output. GrC- granule cell; G- Golgi cell; PF- parallel fiber; 
SMOn- second messenger onset component; SMOut- second messenger output 
response; SMOff- second messenger offset component; P- Purkinje cell; DCN-
deep cerebellar nucleus. 
component and Slv/On activity slowly rises. Because the time dehy is proportional to IY,.C 
the Slv/On response is most sluggish in this run. The particular line in the SMOn panel being 
referred to in this case is the one that is lowest throughout the simulated interval. 
Eventnally, however, Si\1/0n activity does reach the threshold required to activate the Si\1/0111 
component. This can be seen to occur after approximately 600 ms of the trial has elapsed. 
The engagement of the Si\!fOllt component is also sluggish and so a rapid increase in the rate 
of Slvi011 increase docs not occur. Onset of SlY/Off activity is also slow, starting to build up 
only at the end of the run interval. 
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i\s the value of !Fe progressively decreases, the rate of Si\1011 activity buildup increases and 
there is earlier and more robust activation of S'lv!Otrt and Ji\10f/respcctively. Even after the 
f1rst decrement of 0.05, giving we a value of 0.85, the kinetics of these components arc 
much altered. i\ definite peak in both S'MOtt and Slv!Ott! activity is clearly evident. Thus, it 
does not take a very large weight change to substantially change the behavior of these 
components. As !l7e is decremented further the kinetics continue to accelerate. So the peak 
of Si'vi011 and .\i'viOul activity arrives ever earlier in the simulated interval as the value of we 
shrinks. There is a diminishing return in the amount of peak shift that is achieved by a 
constant amount of weight change as the weight approaches its minimum value. 
The effects of the changing behavior of S'iV!Ottl (across simulation runs) on the output 
stages of the RSL model arc presented in the lower two panels of Figure 4. The influence 
of .\MOut activity on Purkinjc cell (PC) activity is apparent. Also apparent is the undclayed 
excitatory influence of the transient parallel fiber (PF) input, which increases PC activity 
above its tonic baseline. This influence is down modulated by LID, i.e., by the progressive 
reduction of 117e values. S'M011t inhibition of PC activity releases the deep cerebeltar 
nuclear (DeN) celts from inhibition, allowing them to exceed threshold even without the 
benefit of li7N learning. 
These simulation runs demonstrate that the learned delay proposal being made here does 
have the types of properties desired as lf"C values change. The next step was to perform an 
actual conditioning sitnulation where the weight change produced by each trial is carried 
forth to subsequent trials. i\n IS! of 500 ms was used and 19 learning trials were simulated. 
However, unlike in the simulations of Figure 4, there was no direct manipulation of !Fe 
throughout the block of trials. Instead, 117C was adjusted by the learning law, Equation6. 
The expectation was confirmed that the lF-'C would decrease across trials and move the 
Jlv!OI!t peak forward until a trial on which it slightly preceded UJ arrival, whereupon the 
peak shift would stop. 
Because the contextual input is exactly the same as in the prior simulation, the responses of 
the granule cell (GrC), paraltcl fiber (PF), and Golgi celt (G) components arc identical to 
those depicted in Figure 4, and therefore wilt not be re-iltustratcd. The responses of the 
second messenger components arc presented in the upper three panels of Figure 5, wherein 
the ,\i'v!On and SM011t peaks do indeed move forward in time until they reach the time at 
which the unconditioned stimulus (U.l) has been presented. After arriving at the correct 
delay, these peaks oscillate slightly around the appropriate point in time as the lTD and LrP 
components of the ll7C equation compete near the point of equilibrium. 
The lower two panels in Figure 5 illustrate the resultant responses of the Purkinje (PC) and 
deep cerebellar nucleus (DO\~ cells throughout the simulation. 'J(Jwards the end of the 19 
trial training sequence, when the peak of ,\i'\1[01!1 activity has stopped sliding towards the []J 
onset time, the peak PC inhibition level also equilibrates. In addition to changes in lf7C; 
there arc also changes in U7N. As II?N increases across practice, the mossy fiber (MF) signal, 
which persists throughout the trial, is able to provide increased drive to the DCN cell, so 
even a small drop in PC activity allows a suprathreshold DCN response to be emitted. 
To exatninc the titnecourse of U7C evolution across a set of learning trials, a sin1ulation was 
conducted that comprised 100 trials at each of four inter-stimulus intervals (ISis), with all 
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Figure 5. Timecourse of activities of the second messenger components within the 
Purkinje cell (upper three panels) and 'output' components (lower two panels) of the 
RSL during a classical conditioning simulation where US onset occurred at 500 ms 
and where WC changes made according to the learning law presented in Equation 
(6) accumulated across trials. The solid line in the DCN panel indicates the threshold 
level for OCN output. SMOn- second messenger onset component; SMOut-
second messenger output response; SMOff- second messenger offset component; 
P - Purkinje cell; DCN- deep cerebellar nucleus. 
other conditions rctnaining constant frotn the preceding sin1ulation. A nutnbcr of features 
of the lr"C trajectories, shown in Figure 6, arc noteworthy. The small oscillations around the 
asymptotic time of the delayed peak become smaller in amplitude as ISI decreases. i\nothcr 
phenomenon is that the weight decrease is more rapid for longer ISis. This occurs because 
JMOn activity, which plays a role in determining the amount of LID that occurs in response 
to a climbing fiber (CF) burst, has more time to huild up, due to the linear positive feedback, 
at longer ISis. This ISI-lcarning tate relation is a property of this implementation of the 
slide and latch model, and is not a defining feature of this class of models. 
In Figure 6, the trace for ISI c'1ual to 250 ms requires special comment. This case was used 
to demonstrate that unlearning ("extinction") of an J\TCR is within the scope of this 
formulation. For the 250 ms lSI case, the UJ was presented only for the first 50 trials. So, 
in the absence of climbing fiber (CF) input, continuation of the same mossy fiber (A'il•) 
input that was conditioned in the first 50 trials now produces LI'P of lr"C values, and the 
response extinguishes. 
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Blocks of practice trials thus enable the learning and unlearning of the same sort of ATCRs 
in the RSL model as were produced by prior spectral timing models, but: with no need for a 
population of elements preset to cover the entire learnable spectrum of ISis. 
Additional advantages from output-to-input recurrence. 
In the recurrent implementation recommended by known cerebellar anatomy (Figure 2), the 
DCN output is fed back to form a new component of the lVI.F representation of 
context/ state. This new MF activity will lead to the formation of new context 
representations at the granule cell stage to be propagated by distinct PFs to PCs. These new 
PF inputs have normal eligibility to participate in i\TCR learning guided by further US 
inputs. Therefore any PC cells that both receive the recurrence-excited PF inputs and 
project to the same DCN area can be recruited by slide & latch learning to enable a second 
timed output from the same DCN area. The recurrent slide and latch (RSL) model can 
therefore explain the multiple timed responses observed after classical conditioning in which 
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Figure 6. Change in WC value as a function of trial number during classical 
conditioning simulations where US onset occurred at various ISis. In the simulation 
using a 250 ms lSI, the US occurred only in the first 50 trials- thereby inducing 
learning and providing an illustration of the reversible nature of WC values in the 
absence of teaching signals. 
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the UJ probabilistically follows a single CJ by one fixed interval (e.g., 200 ms) on 50% of the 
trials and by a different fixed interval (e.g., 700 ms) on the other 50% of trials. Although a 
spectral timing model can easily explain multiple timed peaks without assuming recurrence, 
anatomical data suggest that recurrence is a robust feature of the cerebellar circuit. The 
assumption that recurrence is obligatory for stable multi-timed response leads to two unique 
predictions of .RSL relative to a spectral timing model without recurrence. First, multiple 
timed peaks should not be learnable to a single C5" if the UJ intervals are separated by less 
than approximately 90 ms. This is due to the minimal lag through the recurrent pathway, 
which includes a rc-initiated second messenger cascade. Second, the secondary peak's 
magnitude should be increased relative to the primary peak that would occur after the same 
post-C) interval (at the same lSI) in a 1 (J", 1 US paradigm. This is because in RSL 
secondary peaks arc actually timed relative to the onset of the primary DCN response, not 
relative to the initial CJ input. More robust secondary responses arc another advantage of 
the RSL model. By contrast, in a spectral timing model without recurrence, secondary 
responses are necessarily weaker than primary responses. 
Conclusions 
The recurrent slide and latch (RSL) model has several computational advantages over prior 
cerebellar models of ATC:Rs. First, the RSL model docs not re(1uire a population to 
perform adaptive timing. Indeed, every state detector can depress any PC to which it 
projects after an independently adjustable lag via a single synapse. This makes the RSL 
model much more scalable than either spectral timing or spatial pattern models. Second, 
output-to-input recurrence allows non-initial clcn1cnts of a response sequence to be titncd 
relative to the immediate prior response rather than relative to the initiating stimulus for the 
sequence. In models of the type examined here, for all of which longer timed delays imply 
lower atnplitudc responses, such within-sequence resetting of the clock n1akcs it tnuch easier 
to tnaintain vigorous responses through a tnulti-rcsponsc sequence. 
The RSL mechanism also has some advantages as a biological model. First, it: uses output to 
input: recurrence, which was omitted from prior spectral timing and spatial patterns models 
of ATCR learning by cerebellum. Second, the RSL mechanism can fully incorporate the 
mCluR cascade model of Fiala et al. (1996), which elucidates an impressive range of 
physiological and biochemical observations. Third, the RSL model implicitly addresses 
recent data (e.g., Facchinettl, Hack, & Balazs, 1998) on cross-talk between Ll'D of AMPA 
receptors (corresponding to the ll7Cs in the RSL model) and the kinetics of processing in 
the m(;luR (second messenger) cascade. However, much more work is needed to fully 
address the full range of data on what has recently been shown to be an astonishing number 
of adaptive parameters of the cerebellar system. 
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